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Abstract
The first two Industrial Revolutions have led to the recognition of steel
and concrete as primary and most effective structural materials. In the
Technological Revolution, the personal computer became a contextual
synonym for innovation and progress. The New Age devices have
transformed knowledge and information exchange into extremely accessible
assets in the life of the individual. However, all of these revolutionary
inventions have left a great fingerprint on the way designers, engineers and
architects are trained to logically operate in the “culture of parts” and an
assembly paradigm.
How will design change if parts are eliminated as it is in nature?
Following the matrix of nature in human and production processes will
completely transform the design as a discipline. Material ecology is a
science, weaving different branches of knowledge such as architecture,
science, engineering and technology, that transcends results into an
unexplored molecular dimension of materiality where organic matter is
designed on a molecular scale, biologically cascading properties as opposed
to physically installing them. Moving the focus towards the nano level
opens an array of possibilities to utilise materials in architecture that have
not yet been explored and are completely environmentally compatible or
even grown.

iii

1

Industrial apparatus: Creating a
“culture of parts”

Industrial Revolutions are
considered the breaking points
in history that have formed the
modern civilisation, cities and
production processes. The most
iconic relic of the First Industrial
Revolution is the steam engine that
allowed the easier transportation
of goods and services throughout
the world. The Second Industrial
Revolution marked the beginning
of the personal transportation
represented by the first car model,
which is Ford Model T, in mass
production. Furthermore, products
were manufactured on a scale never
experienced before thanks to the
assembly line. In the Technological
Revolution, the personal computer
became a contextual synonym for
innovation and progress.
1

The new-age devices give easy
access to knowledge as well as an
easy exchange of information. All
of these revolutionary inventions
have left a great fingerprint on
the way designers, engineers
and architects are trained to
logically operate in the “culture of
parts”(Oxman, N., 2016) and an
assembly paradigm.
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Primary structural materials

Steel

Concrete
Furthermore, the first two
Industrial Revolutions have
recognised steel and concrete
as primary and most effective
structural materials for
achieving large spans and
unconventional shapes. If these
materials are zoomed under a
microscope (100 µm=10 times
smeller than mm, one can see
the major difference between
their structural hierarchy.
The organic matter of the tree
trunk consists of a dense nanostructural network whereas nonorganic matter such as the steel
and the concrete comprise of
larger particles. The molecular
structure of living organisms
creates a porous tissue that is
flexible and resilient
3

allowing constant movement,
regeneration and growth whereas
steel and concrete are static solid
materials that are irresponsive to
the surrounding environment and
diametrically opposed to nature’s
apparatus.
What happens if we increase the
resolution even more? We can see
the primary structural components
which are the cells and the more
sophisticated system of biological
assemblies. And even the cells has
their own structure including the
deoxyribosenucleic acid or the
well-known DNA that comprises
of the genetic code which is the
written instruction of life.

Tree trunk

100 µm

Higher resolution

50 µm

25 µm
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In the book “A New Kind of Science”,
Stephan Wolfram explains the
phenomenon in universal systems and
their complex arrangements of cells,
translating them in computation of
equivalent sophistication(Wolfram,
S., 2002:5). In order to explain the
random patterns created in nature,
Stephan Wolfram converts them into a
computational language of zeros and
ones to run simulations based on simple
rules. The experiment is known as cellular
automata which is a plural action of
cellular automatons which are the singular
components.

His research aims to explain how cells are
programmed and behave to form tissues in
natural systems. These were some of the
first attempts in the scientific exploration
to understand the living organism and
nature’s ancient tools for design. The
studies discovered that despite the
simplicity of the commands, the formation
of larger systems is very complex.

Thanks to technological advancements,
science has unlocked cellular dimensions,
programmed machines to mimic nature’s
code and even augment genomes on a
molecular level to modify the complex
code of the DNA. Nowadays, designers
attempt to integrate between the digital,
represented by the binary code, and
the biological domains, represented by
the quadro code of the 4 base pairs of
the DNA, to create products, buildings
and cities that are not “ecologically
agnostic”(Oxman, N., 2016). Such an
approach is similar to Dan Brown’s
concept in his book “Origin”, where he
states that there will be an evolution

of a new biological kingdom called
Technium- the merge between the
human and technology, but the context
is translated into the urban environment.
The concept creates a dichotomy between
the world of culture(the assembly) and the
world of nature(the growth of continuities)
but proposes an innovative design matrix
that can potentially elevate materials to
responsive complex systems.
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Construction and Demolition waste

Unfortunately, according to the latest
report of the European Commission, the
construction and demolition waste (CWD)
in Europe accounts for 25-30%. The
waste streams generated consist of many
materials such as concrete, bricks, glass
and plastic. Very few countries including
the UK, Ireland and the Czech Republic
recycle these by-products. Most of them
result in a landfill, severely damaging
natural habitats and the surrounding
environments.
In the meantime, the research and
development in the construction and
materials sector is in the lowest positions
in priority, accounting for below 1% of

funding, in comparison to aerospace,
software and automobiles. The latest
reports demonstrate that innovations
in architecture and construction have
been put on hold for the past decades.
Unfortunately, the next generations
of designers might not be able to
appropriately respond to future issues,
being trained in the current educational
paradigm. This cultural apparatus might
meet short-term sustainability policies
and goals but might not have the merit of
a long-term resilient solution to humanity
issues.

CDW: Material recovery & backfilling (2011)
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Research and Development investment

How will design change if parts are
eliminated as it is in nature?
Following the matrix of nature in human
and production processes will completely
transform the design as a discipline.
Potentially new design principles and
methodologies will emerge. Weaving
different branches of knowledge such as
architecture, science, engineering and
technology can transcend results

into an unexplored molecular dimension
where materials will potentially be
designed on a molecular scale, biologically
cascading properties as opposed to
physically installing them. Moving the
focus towards the nano level opens an
array of possibilities to utilise materials
that have not yet been explored that are
completely environmentally compatible
and even grown.

2009
7%
9%

high >5%
49%

medium-high 2%-5%
35%

medium-low 1%-2%
low <1%

2019
6.3%

3.6%

high >5%
54.1%

36%

medium-high 2%-5%
medium-low 1%-2%
low <1%
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Material Ecology: Augmenting the
architectural genome

In a retrospective glimpse, the
foundation towards knowledge and
innovation enlightenment has been set
by the Renaissance period and one of
the most recognised scientists in the
history of humanity-Leonardo da Vinci.
His inventions have weaved 4 branches
of knowledge- design, engineering, art
and science, giving one of the greatest
examples of an interdisciplinary approach
(Scholz, M. P., 2007). Other key
figures operating in the intersection of
numerous sciences are Albert Einstein,
Isaac Newton, Nikola Tesla and Charles
Darwin. Their remarkable discoveries
lay on the principle of juxtaposing
quantitative values with qualitative
human characteristics, encouraging the
curiosity for exploring the world around
us.

9

Compared to historic times, knowledge
nowadays is available anytime,
anywhere and to everyone. The global
flow of information has allowed the
design to become a very accessible
tool for humanity to respond to current
issues. Even some of the riskiest and
unconventional ideas are far more
achievable thanks to technology. Even
though innovation in construction and
materials is with low prioritisation, there
are many engineers, artists and architects
that believe architecture can be elevated
as a discipline.

Starting from the Renaissance, innovation now is in
a transitional period between the Digital Revolution
and the new Biological Era that shifts the focus in the
direction of macro-scale modifications and synthesis.
Analysis of alternative materials such as mycelium,
bacteria and calcium have entered the new world of
construction. For instance, the company bioMASON
discovered bacteria as a substitute for cement to
manufacture biological bricks. The process eliminates
the traditional firing by growing ecological cement.

10

Computational design
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Designing geometrical forms and
volumes lies at the core of the
architectural design process(advanced
arch geometry) and the Digital
Revolution has created a powerful tool
for design-the computer. Computers
allow designers and architects to dive
into the possibilities of the computational
design methodology which eliminate
the limits in architectural geometry.
Nowadays, software gives the
opportunity for a cross-disciplinary
design that integrates digital testing of
structures mitigating the possibilities of
failures while applying

complex morphological principles in
buildings(Block, P., 2015:30). The newly
applied principles and digital fabrication
lead to a complete rethinking of design as
a process and the traditional construction
methods. Even though biomimetic
approaches promote responsive design
methodology, the materials utilised in
the construction remain ecologically
incompatible and underdeveloped on a
molecular scale.

Rapid Craft

“Much of natural morphology may be simulated by tubular forms that do not simply expand or
elongate but, rather, bifurcate, trifurcate and so on. Plants often grow in fashion to maximize
the surface area of their branching geometries while maintaining structural support. The
project examines theoretical morphospaces that use branching growth systems so as to explore
certain structural principles in natural systems and implement them in a generative design
environment”(Oxman, N. 2016)
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KREBS cycle of creativity

design, allowing it to spread in different scalesfrom molecules to actual building and structures.
Art is about expression. Science is about
exploration. Engineering is about invention.
Design is about communication.
Science converts information into knowledge.
Engineering converts knowledge into utility.
Design converts utility into cultural behaviour
and context.
And art transforms cultural behaviour into
questions about the world.
“And if you believe in that Cinderella moment,
at 12 o’clock, in that place, in the midnight
hour…Art meets science. Changes in our
perceptions affect the way we capture data…
”(Abstract : The Art of Design, S2:E2).
Material ecology allows information boundaries
to liquify in order to blend different fields
of knowledge and produce more complex
computational designs of products, buildings
and systems.

But one newly emerged since can demonstrate in
reality the possibilities of exploring architecture in
molecular scale. Coined in 2010 by Neri Oxman,
who is a professor at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology(MIT) and founder of Mediated Matter
Group, this branch of science is more of a design
approach towards new materiality and its response
to the surrounding environment. It is “defined as
the study and design of products and processes
integrating environmentally aware computational form
generation and digital fabrication” (Oxman, R. and
Oxman, R., 2014:323). Material ecology promotes an
interdisciplinary approach towards a new era of design
that is a result of the intersection of Biology, Material
Science, Engineering and Computer Science.
It is quite well represented by the “KREBS Cycle
of Creativity” which contains of 4 domains and
the output from one domain becomes the input for
another. It informs that there is a constant flow of
information and creativity across all of the disciplines
and combined, it results in a more powerful tool for

ART

CULTURE

NATURE

SCIENCE

INFORMATION

PERCEPTION
PHILOSOPHY

BEHAVIOUR

KNOWLEDGE

ECONOMY

PRODUCTION
UTILITY

DESIGN
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ENGINEERING

Biomimicry | Material Ecology

It is important to note that biomimicry and
material ecology are different disciplines.
These fields of knowledge deal with common
approaches to innovation but biomimicry
is focused on emulating nature’s patterns,
mechanisms and strategies also referred as a
design inspired by nature, whereas material
ecology is focused on a design inspired nature
that augments the genome or cascades different
material properties to achieve new natural
materials.

Even though both examples aim to reduce the
materials utilised in construction, the scale
that both approaches operate in differentiate.
Biomimetic principles can be applied on any
scale but they have to be adapted to individual
architectural projects while developing new
materials is more efficient in large scale
construction prefabrication.

One of the most famous examples of
a biomimetic principle in architecture
is the Eiffel Tower because the
structure mimics the porous structure
of the bone. The principle applied
when designing the landmark is
the structural hierarchy in nature to
achieve a lightweight structure able to
carry heavy wind loads. However, the
primary steel elements remain static.

On the other hand, the science of
material ecology produces a concrete
column that varies its porosity
throughout its length. It follows the
matrix of the bone as well but the focus
is on augmenting material’s properties
on a nanoscale. This results in the
design of a new material with a variety
of potential applications.

14

Aguahoja /aguaoha/ - Water leaf

casein

+
pectin

One exceptional example of the potential of
implementing and designing structures entirely based
on the matrix of nature is the project Aguahoja by
Mediated Matter Group. Aguahoja, directly translated
from Spanish means “water leaf”, is a sculpture made
out of biopolymers that are present everywhere around
us including green plants, fruits and vegetables,
insects and other marine animals. The main concept
of the project is not only to demonstrate the potential
of material ecology but also create and combine
materials that are 100% biodegradable but also have
an environmentally positive impact when returned to
nature.
15

chitosan

The biofabrication process included developing
nanocomposites based on chitin, a biopolymer
extracted from the exoskeletons of insects
and shrimps, mixed with pectin, a biopolymer
that is found in lemons, to create graded
material varying their properties. The structural
component is made from casein that usually
extracted from milk. During the experimentation
process, Neri Oxman and her team found
out that casein is as strong as concrete. The
documentary “Abstract: The Art of Design”
tracks the whole process from concept to
execution.

Biofabrication

The process of 3D printing of
Aguahoja

With the help of biofabrication, it is now
possible to attach a biological lab to a robotic
arm that operates in 6 axes rather than
the known x,y and z. Therefore, materials
can be 3D printed and weaved at the same
time. Technological evolution provides
high-resolution tools and synthesis for the
development of continuities versus assemblies.
Currently, scientists and engineers are
working on developing machines with selfregulating nozzles that are operated by artificial
intelligence.

16
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SCOBY: Library of experiments

According to scientists,
biopolymers are the most
abandoned resources on the
planet(Thomas, S. et al., 2013:2)
that can help us to design and build
material continuities. SCOBY is the
acronym of a symbiotic culture of
bacteria and yeast. It contains 99%
of water and has a porous nanostructural network. The biggest
advantages of the material are
its biodegradable and non-toxic
properties. It is widely tested in
medicine and tissue engineering
in combination with other
biocompatible materials producing
nanocomposites for wound
bandages but it attracts scientific
examination as an energy resource
and chemicals (Thomas, S. et al.,
2013:2).
17

SCOBY
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Bacterial cellulose variations

food waste

coconut water
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kombucha

Fermentation
SCOBY can be developed by a
fermentation process of various
components such as vegetable
and fruit waste, coconut water
or kombucha tea. The method
is known as static fermentation
meaning that after mixing all of
the ingredients in a container, it
should be left in dry dark space
for a certain period. Bacterial
cellulose can be developed in any
size and shape depending on its
application. Furthermore, different
thicknesses can be achieved, the
longer it is left to ferment. The
growth of the SCOBY appears on
the top of the surface as a thin film
that is harvested later on. Some
of the advantages of the material
are that it neither requires special
equipment and a lot of resources
nor energy leading to a carbonneutral biocompatible by-product.

whiskers

20

Apart from medicine, the microbial
cellulose has been tested in the
fashion industry as a substitute
for animal leather because of
the performance of its ultrafine network structure known as
whiskers and high mechanical
properties in the dry state.
However, SCOBY fashion remains
a concept due to its high absorption
and biodegradable properties.

21

On the other hand, the most
common utilisation of this material
is as an alternative to petroleumbased plastics. For instance, the
Italian designer Emma Sicher has
created biodegradable bioplastic
packaging from vegetable SCOBY.
Other designers have implemented
it into furniture but large scale
architectural projects have not been
explored.

Potential applications in architecture

Following the matrix of Material Ecology as
an interdisciplinary approach suggests that
other sciences should be incorporated into this
research. Technological advancements and
medical research indeed provide an insight
into the potential applications of bacterial
cellulose in architecture. For example, the
SCOBY “is exploited for the synthesis of
materials analogous to human and animal
soft and hard tissues” (Thomas, S. et al.,
2013:10) which allows to genetically engineer
biological scaffolds of materials on a nanoscale
using the cellulose as a matrice thanks to its
porosity. This can be incorporated into facade
materials that mimic the human skin and its
responsiveness and elasticity.

Furthermore, the SCOBY has been successfully
applied in bone tissue engineering (Thomas,
S. et al., 2013:42) and bones are extremely
durable because of their mineral composition
that prevents decay and biodegradability for
thousands of years. Biofabricaton utilising
the SCOBY as a medium for 3D printing of
other biological materials such as collagen can
potentially execute building skeletons of rigid
porous structures weathering for a millennium.
The final approach includes drying the material
without the augmentation of its original
biological structure for developing external
materials.

biocascading of materials | nano scale

3D printing of biological materials | small scale

drying the SCOBY | large scale

22

Library of Experiments | Volume #1

With the currently available
resources, my experiments involved
testing the process of drying the
SCOBY and experimenting with
different tools that include organic
and non-organic materials and
analyse how results differentiate.
Starting with metal surfaces, the
main objectives were analysing the
compatibility of the two materials
and testing the durability of the
SCOBY.

23

Library of experiments | Non-organic tools
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The results from experiment #1:
This was the thinest SCOBY dryed
on aluminium foil sheet. The metal
prevented shrinking and created
a smooth surface. It is similar to
parchment paper.
Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

25

8h
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The results from experiment #2:
Overlaying SCOBYs created a very
strong bond between them. The material
broke on the thinest layers, therefore,
its durability depends on the
thickness.
Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

27

8h

12h
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The results from experiment #3:
The SCOBY was dry on it own. There was
a 18% shrink of the original surfce
area which created a wavy material.
After treated with oil, the SCOBY became
more flexible.
Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

29

8h

12h

15h
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The results from experiment #4:
Metal mesh was placed between 2x
layers of SCOBY. There was no bond
between the mesh and the SCOBY but
strong bond between the 2 SCOBYs.

Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

31

8h

12h
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The results from experiment #5:
The SCOBY succseffuly replicated the
textured surface of the metal mesh on
both sides. The material did not shrink.

Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

33

8h

12h
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The results from experiment #6:
Tried to make a brick of 2x layers
of blended SCOBY with metal mesh in
between for reinforcement. Along the
drying process, both materls bonded.
After complete drying, they splited.
Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

35

8h

12h
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Library of Experiments | Volume #2

The second phase of experiments
included organic and smooth
surfaces such as wood and acrylic.
The main objectives were creating
different textures and forming 3D
shapes with the SCOBY.

37

Library of experiments | Organic tools
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The results from experiment #7:
The SCOBY creates a tension structure
between the plywood ribs. The slight
shrink helps to tighten the SCOBY to
the structure.

Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

39

8h

14h

40

The results from experiment #8:
are very similar to #7. The SCOBY
created a tension structure between
the ribs of the model. The oil coating
decreases the tension.

Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

41

8h

14h
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The results from experiment #9:
The SCOBY succseffuly replicated the
smooth surface of the arcylic sheet
on both sides. Light shrink of the
material

Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

43

8h

14h

44

The results from experiment #10:
The SCOBY shrinked due to the
absorbtion properties of the wood. The
texture of the material after dryed is
abrasive, replicating the wood surface.

Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

45

8h

14h
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The results from experiment #11:
The SCOBY succseffuly replicated the
shape of the object. It was coated with
oil and beeswax creating a water
resistant surface.

Preparation:

Drying process:

4h

47

8h

10h

48

The results from experiment #12:
The SCOBY air dried for 10 days. It
created a strong tension with the
object and replicated its dotted
surface.

Preparation:

Drying process:

8h

49

10 days air dry

50

Library of experiments | Results

Some of the experiments were unsuccessful. For
example, the attempt to create a bond between
metal and SCOBY was a failure. Instead, it
developed a bond between 2 SCOBYs. Another
interesting finding is that the bacterial cellulose
successfully replicates the surface it is dried
on which creates possibilities for achieving
different textures. For instance, when dried on
an acrylic sheet, SCOBY’s texture remained
smooth as opposed to when dried on the wood.
Overall, the drying process compresses the
SCOBY’s whiskers creating an extremely
dense nanostructure that results in tension not
dependant on the material it is dried on.
51
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This can be successfully implemented in
temporary structures such as pavilions, industrial
farming sheds that are usually covered with
nylon or partition walls in buildings that
would produce zero waste when demounted.
For examples, many artists exhibit bacterial
cellulose with educational purposes and inform
people of potential innovative materials that
will enter the life of the human. They create
interactive installations to encourage visitors to
sense the cellulose.
Unfortunately, the bacterial cellulose is
biodegradable in its pure state which suggests
that it provide short-term solutions rather than
satisfying the scope of this research.

Studio ThinkingHand
Vita Necro
Denmark, 2019

Derme, Mitterberger, Di Tanna
Growth Based Fabrication
2015

Stefan Schwabe
53

Apparatus
London, 2012

Mindmap
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4

Archutecture beyond Tomorrow

Although there are many universities
focused on Engineering and Technology,
the development of architectural
materials is not included in their
curriculum. Indeed, very few institutions
give such an opportunity or encourage
innovation beyond the conceptual stage
in architecture. The top 20 educational
facilities are situated in the USA, the
UK and Germany but their scope is
into developing aerospace technology,
medical equipment or computer
hardware. Some architectural practices
such as Foster + Partners and MVRDV
have research branches but they aim to
improve the current material catalogue.
The only research centre for Material
Ecology is part of the MIT Media
Lab thus unlocking the dimension of
molecular architecture is constrained by
lack of such research facilities.
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As a result, there is a huge potential
for building material research centres
exploring architecture based on the
principles of the Material Ecology and
training the next generations of designers,
engineers and architects to create
,in practice, ecologically compatible
structures and design-inspired nature that
are in symbiosis with the environment.
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Material innovtion in architecture

Architecture Research Hub
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Design
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College of Architecture
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MIT Media Lab

Foster+Partners
Research Centre

Institute for Advanced
Architecture of Catalonia
Spain

Kaunas University of
Technology
Lithuania

MVRDV Research

The Department of
Technical Fundamentals of
Architectural Design
Gdańsk University of
Technology | Poland

Engineering and Technolgy
universities
Institutions for material
innovations in architecture
Material Research Science
and Engineering centres
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Material innovtion in architecture

The Salk Institute specialises in
Biological Studies including genetics,
ageing and computational biology.
It was a part of a masterplan that
proposed a Meeting House, a village and
laboratories. The scheme is organised
similar to a monastery for encouraging
the formation of an intellectual
community. The building is very well
crafted to meet the demands for flexibility
and reconfiguration of the equipment
(Fiederer ,L., 2017). It is also widely
recognised for its architectural value.

SALK Institute

Louis Kahn
San Diego, USA

The Imperial College London building
accommodates the fields of science,
technology and medicine. Professor
Andrea Crisanti is a specialist in
Molecular Biology. He and his team are
developing a potential gene that would Imperial College London
Foster + Partners
eliminate malaria in Africa. In order to
London, UK
carry accurate tests and make certain
predictions, the laboratories are equipped
with climate chambers that “mimic
environmental conditions of a particular
location” (Unnatural Selection, S1:E3)
where they experiment with mosquitos.
Laboratories do not only exist in research

Bombay Sapphire Distillery
Heatherwick Studio
Laverstoke, UK

The building comprises of a complex
programme 7 double-height laboratories,
a gallery and an atrium. The big footprint
of the individual laboratory spaces
allows the cooperation between larger
research teams thus resulting in a crossdisciplinary research environment
(Gonchar, J., 2010). It also has an
educational role for the public by
exhibiting the inventions.
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centres and this is the case with the Bombay
Sapphire Distillery and the Hendrick’s Gin
Palace. They are the working places of the
master distillers that use equipment not
only to measure the quality of the products
but also to develop new tastes. Both of
the distillers have botanic gardens that
mimic Mediterranean and Tropical climates
where master distillers can harvest fresh
herbs and plants to infuse the gin. The two
buildings are located in small villages right
next to nature providing even more natural
ingredients.

MIT Media Lab

Fumihiko Maki
Cambridge, USA

nano

micro

small

medium

large

?

In summary, every building
location and programme varies
depending on the scale of
innovations developed. For
instance, the Salk Institute operates
in nanoscale innovations thus the
building contains primarily of
smaller laboratories whereas the
MIT Media Lab operates in middle
scale inventions and consists of
much larger research spaces.

The urban context has advantages
of the crossing of ideas but the
rural context offers a place for
inspiration and exploration.
Moreover, urban environment
constrains the scale of innovation
in a sense that only temporary
structure can be built and tested.
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Initial programme proposal

climate chambers

for mimicing different climate
conditions

+
botanic gardens

for growing plants from specific
climates

village

for establishing local
community

The whole research led to the
masterplan proposal of a Material
Ecology Science Centre with a
laboratory as a core building.
Following the precedents studies,
the programme will also comprise
of climate chambers, greenhouses
and field testing site which would
play a key role for incorporating
the newly developed materials into
large architectural scale.
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The location of the facility would
be crucial for the success of
the scheme thus more thorough
analysis will be carried throughout
the second semester.
Even though the initial brief
is developed for a masterplan,
individual building programmes
will dedicate the scale of the
project.

temporary
greenhouses

for growing of food for
the village

field testing site

for materials and structures
in real context

laboratory

for development and testing
of new materials

The following stages include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identifying how many people would occupy the scheme
Individual programme spaces
Establishing parameters for the site of the building
Identifying a site
Research on sustainable local materials and local
construction techniques
Establishing sustainable strategies for optimum operation
of the facilities
Analysing the impact on local community, environment
and economy
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Make your own SCOBY!

4x black tea bags
1,5l ﬁltered water
100g sugar
100ml starter liquid
SCOBY

1. Boil 750ml water and add the tea bags and the sugar.
2. Leave for approximately 15min.
3. Dilute it with the rest of the water.
4. Leave the liquid to cool down for 1h.
5. Add the starter liquid and the SCOBY.
6. Leave it for 7-10 days for kombucha drink or
2-4 weeks for experiments.

